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Predictive Analysis

BPO Outbound Use case



Debt Collection Use Case
Debt collections is one of the most complex portfolios in the BPO industry. It needs multiple KPI iterations to recover 
lost revenue and each iteration impacts recovery margin. Intellicus debt collection analytics solution is enabling 
BPOs to optimize debt collection processes strategically. With business intelligence and analytics, BPOs are 
implementing data driven strategies to curb debts and enhance overall portfolio performance. 

Background     
The use case is for debt collections for an Outbound BPO. 

process. 

Intellicus Solution

helped them build dashboards to perform portfolio and risk assessments to assess risk vs opportunities. With 
machine learning based analytics, Intellicus helped them derive predictions on probable outcomes. Intellicus also 

call right from Intellicus dashboards. 
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the debt etc.

Portfolio Insights Dashboard
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credit days. 

that is:
 

        probability of fastest recovery. 
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Gives an overview of what is the risk in the portfolio for debt collection, it provides predicted outcomes based on 
various factors.

The dashboard helps draw conclusion on the portfolio performance based on the predictions of what is the expected 
recovery from the portfolio in terms of Principal Outstanding Sum (POS) resolution, Expected Collectible EMI, Expect-
ed EMI Loss, and Expected POS loss.

It gives a comparison of the predicted collections versus the actual amount collected. The comparison is given for all 
the KPIs covered in this solution. It also gives an indication of how effective the recovery strategy was and the overall 
performance of the portfolio on actuals as compared to the predicted values.
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can be leveraged by the QA and training teams for agent evaluation and feedback. 

Call Details Analysis



Heat map analysis of employee performance on the portfolio. Cumulative Gross Performance Analysis (CGAP) 
method-based ratings created for employees based on KRAs like Call Count, Promise to Pay (PTP) Resolved, PTP 
Amount etc. From manager level, you can drill down team and then to agent level and see how calls and escalations 

Intellicus debt collections use case automates all processes associated in collections life cycle, from data 
management to last level customer interactions. It enables an aggressive, proactive approach of debt collection 

y.  

Employee Performance Report

About us: Intellicus is one of the world’s leading Business Intelligence and Analytics platforms. Mo re than 60% of 
Fortune companies are using Intellicus to build powerful reports and dashboards with ease. Our interactive web and 
mobile platforms give users the power to access, view, and interact with corporate data anywhere. With over 50,000 
installations worldwide, we are assisting organizations to make better informed decisions.


